
Tuesday 20th Call to Sophie Allen. Arts and Events Lead for Exeter City Council.  
She seemed nice enough - enthusiastic.  I told her that I am a university student 
and also a busker who plays sometimes in Exeter. 

Said the idea was about expanding the existing scheme in place in Princesshay city 
wide to include the guildhall (private land) and the high st .saying more than once 
that it was a pilot to improve relationships within the city between businesses and 
buskers.  I asked if there was a problem with buskers in the city and didn’t answer 
the question.  

She said there had been conversations with the arts and culture team and people 
who work in the city to make the city more vibrant post covid and encourage more 
buskers into town.

I asked how long the scheme had been in planning and when she anticipated it 
would come in to force.  She said it had been planned to come into affect in August 

She also said that it was hoped it would come in in the next couple of weeks.  
Reiterating that it was a pilot and that there had been a few stumbling blocks and 
technical issues and she’d had a few emails (that was me getting Laura and the 
other buskers on the case)

She stated that it was a code of conduct that would empower musicians, to enable 
them to feel safe and know where to play and also to set out some respectful 
guidelines.   She said she’d had some challenging emails and that although she 
hope it would was not sure that it would work.

I asked her what conversations she had had with buskers and she said she’d been 
in touch with Nick Hall from Midi because she didn’t want it to be a top down 
approach - she had a mixed response from Nick who neglected to mention to the 
buskers that this was being looked at. 

I said that from the website, buskers had to apply and audition via video clip to get 
a license and asked how it would work if someone from outside of Exeter wanted to 
come and play.  She stated that Princesshay and the Guildhall are private land and 
had a licensing scheme but people would be able to play on the high st.

I asked who would enforce it.  Princesshay and the Guildhall already have security 
guards who enforce busking licensing however there would be no one enforcing it 
on the high st as it is a public thoroughfare and so not enforceable by law. 

She returned to the benefits of the scheme. That they would not be stopping 
anyone from playing on the high st, and that it was a positive step in that they would 
have a bank of details for performers in the area - a little like Busk In London (my 



comparison) so that we could be booked for events and so on.  (These events are 
usually unpaid and sold on the idea that we are raising our profile etc)

She mentioned more than once in relation to the code of conduct that it was there 
to stop drumming.  ( A drummer was banned this year from performing in town ) so I 
asked her if there were any other prohibitions in the code of conduct.  She faltered 
a little saying she didn’t have it in front of her. but went on to mention the ‘poor 
businesses that had to listen to that music for hours at a time’ and that it would be 
much more pleasurable if it’s something people want to listen to.  She said that not 
all drumming - just ‘banging with no particular rhythm’ and that people didn’t mind 
guitars and harmonicas so much.  

She didn’t want to talk about what was acceptable rather that it was more common 
sense.and that she wasn’t trying to be critical of the buskers.  I asked her to send 
me a draft copy of the code of conduct for the purpose of my university project. I 
thanked her for her time.

I sent an email to the local mp for the area - Ben Bradshaw citing the lack of 
consultation and community engagement and also that Laura hadn’t been informed.  
I also updated Laura on my conversation with Sophie


